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Assignments

Introduction
This course provides information you can use in almost every facet of your life. Understanding gender differences in language and communication will help you become a more effective communicator among family, friends, and co-workers. Learning how gender is socially constructed and maintained will help you to manage relationships in multicultural work and social settings. Assessing the way that gender has shaped your own life course and identity will enable you to understand and interact more effectively with people whose gender norms are different from yours.

Outcomes
After completing the learning activities in this unit, students will be able to: 
	Apply an historical perspective to understand how social facts have helped to structure gender-based differences in behavior
	Analyze the ways that gender shapes our choices and behaviors associated with work and family life



What do you have to do in this unit?
Introduce yourself to your classmates and instructor. 
Read about gender differences in coping with stress.
Review the Syllabus and Final Project Instructions. 
Share ideas on the Discussion Board. 
	Attend Seminar. 


Introduction: Start out by reading the Syllabus and Final Project Instructions so you can schedule the course work in among all the other things in your life over the next ten weeks. There is also an article that we will use as the basis for the graded Discussion and for the first Seminar. 
Review the Syllabus. Click on the link in the left hand menu on the course home page
Read Iwasaki, Y., MacKay, K., & Mactavish, J., (2005). Gender-Based Analyses of Coping with Stress among Professional Managers: Leisure Coping and Non-Leisure Coping. Journal of Leisure Research; 37, 1-28.
This article is located in the Kaplan Library. 


Option 1: Attend the Seminar. Please read the “Gender-based Analysis of Coping with Stress” article before Seminar. The following broad topics are based in the reading and will guide the Seminar discussion.
	How do biological and social facts interact to determine what interests and behaviors are considered gender appropriate?

How does gender contribute to the differences in women’s and men’s experiences and activities throughout the life course?
Option 2: Complete the Seminar Option 2 wiki activity.
	Use any search engine you prefer to find one photo of men engaged in leisure activity and one photo of women engaged in leisure activities. Remember to give credit to the owner of the image by including information (much like in your paper references) regarding the origin of the image. Properly cite and provide links to any images you post.

Post your photos on the class Wiki with an explanation of how these photos illustrate that biology and social facts are involved in the process of determining what is gender appropriate leisure behavior. 
	Review your peers’ posts and 


In Unit1 you reviewed the ways that history, biology, and culture shape gender-based activities related to work, leisure, and family over the life course. You integrated the reading materials to assess the effects of gender socialization on your own choice of leisure activity. You also considered how the importance of societal norms associated with gender appropriate choices of activities have changed over a lifetime.



